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(like a link to an interesting article, or a sample of your work) or a mention of 
something you discussed (such as, “I took a look at the article you 
recommended reading. It was very interesting.”) 
 

o Unless requested, do not send your résumé or anything that would make it 
seem like you are taking advantage of someone’s position to get an 
internship/job. If you did talk about a potential internship/job opportunity, go 
ahead and follow up on that. 
 

Online Networking Tips & Suggestions 

Online networking can include many free social media tools, including but not limited 
to: LinkedIn, Twitter, and Facebook. Social networking tools allow you to connect on a 
personal and professional level, expanding the networks that you may currently have. 
Using social networking sites to meet people also allows you to find opportunities 
outside of your traditional network.  

General Tips 

o Introduce yourself online to professionals and peers. Meeting people and talking 
about the field in which you are both interested is important in making 
connections.  

o For sites that have publicly viewable content, keep your content professional. 

o Choose an industry-appropriate profile photo for sites such as LinkedIn, Twitter, 
Facebook, Tumblr, and your online portfolio. 

o Keep branding in mind; use the same profile photo on social media sites, and 
use similar background photos for those sites, if applicable. Keep colors and 
backgrounds similar to one another. The design in your resume, cover letter, 
business cards, etc. should be present in your online presence as well. 

o Ensure that your username on various online networking sites is appropriate and 
representative of your personal and professional self. In the interest of branding, 
if possible use the same username for all professional sites. 

o Remember to be polite and remain professional even in a casual online 
conversation with others.  
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o Use an industry-appropriate profile photo; make sure your cover photo is similar 
to the background and/or images used on other social profiles and your online 
portfolio. 

o Make your Facebook “About” section similar—if not identical—to the 
information used on your Twitter profile and your online portfolio bio. 

o Add the URL for your online portfolio as your website under the “About” section. 

o Separate personal and professional contacts into lists. Customize your privacy 
settings so that only preapproved lists can view albums, status updates, and 
tags.  

Be aware that all public social profiles have the potential to be viewed by prospective 
employers. Keep content professional, and be sure to use search engines to monitor 
and maintain an appropriate social presence. 
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